Abstract-A new tool for automated validation of attacks on authentication protocols has been used to find several errors and ambiguities in the list of attacks described in the well known report by Clark and Jacob. In this paper the errors are presented and classified. Corrected descriptions of the incorrect attacks are given for the attacks that can be easily repaired. The underlying method for finding errors in attacks is presented, including a formal language for attack specification, a validation algorithm, and a framework for executing attacks. At the end of the paper, the connection between validation and simulation is settled: Every attack specification that can be successfully executed is valid.
I. INTRODUCTION
The report "A Survey of Authentication Protocol Literature: Version 1.0" by Clark and Jacob [9] (in this paper denoted Clark/Jacob), has been used extensively by experts on security protocols as the main reference on authentication protocols. 1 This publication was a major achievement in security protocol design and analysis, and it was intended to be a "living document" that should be regularly updated with corrections, new protocols and attacks [9, p. 6] . Tools for analyzing protocols have used the attacks in the Clark/Jacob report as a benchmark for evaluating protocol analyzers ( [6] , [13] , [5] , [23] , [4] [15], [10] , [3] ) or as a reference to protocol specifications and attacks ( [8] , [21] ). It is therefore important to obtain correct knowledge about which attacks are correct. Typical claims have been:
"So far, about 40 protocols from [9] have been analyzed on which all the previously known attacks are detected, as well as new ones." [5, p. 16] "For example, the OFMC tool finds all known attacks, and discovers a new one (on the Yahalom protocol), in a test suite of 38 protocols from the Clark/Jacob library [9] in a few seconds of CPU time for the entire suite." [4, p. 182] This paper is an extended version of "Errors in Attacks on Authentication Protocols, presented at ISCC 2007 [17] . The paper presents the validation algorithm used to detect the errors and the simulation framework for executing attack. A previously unpublished result connecting validation and simulation is presented at the end of the paper. 1 At 27 November 2006, the report had 50 citations by citeseer.
A new tool for analyzing descriptions of attacks has revealed that 7 of 23 attacks in Clark/Jacob contain errors. Four of these incorrect attacks contain more than one error. Most of the errors reported here have been discovered in a fully automated way by the static validator of the protocol simulator PROSA [16] . The validation is split into several steps: First an attack description is specified in a formal language for protocols. Then the formal attack description is refined in an automated way into a description including the assumptions about actions that the agent is required to perform and assertions that the agent should possess. Finally, the validator checks whether each element in the attack has been obtained in a legal way either by past communication or by the cryptographic operations. PROSA has been used to find ambiguities in two additional attacks in Clark/Jacob, by showing exactly where the attack descriptions need to be adjusted. This paper also shows how several errors and ambiguities in the attack descriptions can be resolved by a slight modification of the attacks.
To the best of the author's knowledge, the severe errors reported in this paper have not been published before. Some of the minor errors reported here are corrected in the Security Protocol Open Repository 2 (SPORE) [14] , and some attacks not listed on the webpage which might indicate that some researchers might be aware of the errors. Unfortunately, SPORE is not a systematic update of Clark/Jacob: Flawed but repairable attacks are left out, errors have migrated to SPORE from Clark/Jacob, and correct attacks have been left out. For the sake of completeness both the severe errors and the misprints are included in this paper -along with the corrected versions.
The current paper subsumes the results presented in [17] , the method described in [18] , but also contains a new result describing how validation relates to simulation, described in [16] . The paper contains two major parts: First we present the result of the analysis without detailed explanation of the underlying method and tool, since the results might interest a general audience. Second we present the formal language, the method and a description of the application of the tool. Part one of the paper (Section II) is organized as follows: In Section II-A, a classification of errors is presented. The incorrect attacks and their analysis are presented in Section II-B. Some attack descriptions in Clark/Jacob are incomplete although not incorrect, revisions proposed by the validator are presented in Section II-E. The results are discussed and compared with SPORE in Section II-F. In the second part of the paper the method used to find errors in attacks of authentication protocols is presented: the formal language used to specify protocols and attack descriptions (Section III-A), automated refinement of attack specification (Section IV), and the validation algorithm (Section V). Not every error can be discovered through validation, some attack descriptions must be simulated in order to discover the flaws. One example is the attack on Shamir Rivest Adelman protocol. In Section V-A, we present an operational semantics for simulations of attacks. Fortunately there is a formal relation between the two approaches, and in Section VII, we prove that validation can be embedded into simulation.
Finally in Section VIII concluding remarks are given.
II. ANALYZING A LIBRARY OF AUTTHENTICATION

PROTOCOLS
In this section we give a careful analysis of the result of applying the PROSA tool to the most famous library on authentication protocols. This part is written without any reference to the underlying method or tool syntax, in order to make the results comprehensible to the general security expert.
A. Classification of errors
Every attack in the report by Clark/Jacob has been checked using the validator. Errors in attack descriptions can be divided into four categories:
ÔaÕ misprints, ÔbÕ man-in-the-middle errors, ÔcÕ incompleteness of assumptions, and ÔdÕ protocol jumps.
The man-in-the-middle flaw is a common type of specification error; it means that the intruder should have intercepted and forwarded a message earlier in the protocol session. In order to make the attack description precise a protocol clause ÔPÕ A B : M meaning "agent A sends a message M to agent B", should be replaced by the two clauses
where the notation IÔBÕ means that the intruder I impersonates the agent B. Hence in ÔP 1 Õ intruder I intercepts the message intended to be received by B, while in ÔP 2 Õ, the intruder I sends a message pretending to be A.
Incompleteness of assumptions means that there are some data in the protocol, like keys, nonces, timestamps or ciphertexts that an agent is assumed to be aware of at a given point in the attack description, but these data have not been obtained through past communication and valid decryption.
The final type of error, protocol jump means that an honest agent involved in the attack description does not follow the protocol that is supposed to be under attack.
Misprints and man-in-the-middle errors are easy to fix, and the attacks were revised and then validated as correct attacks. Most interpretations of the Dolev-Yao model [12] assume that the attacker controls the network, hence every honest message is intercepted by the attacker (corresponding to P 1 ). If an attack is discovered by an automated analysis tool for security protocols, then typically a proper subset of the interceptions is required in order for the attack to succeed. Based on the result of this inquiry we recommend that the exact interceptions should be stated explicit in any attack description. Two attacks in Clark/Jacob lacking man-in-the-middle clauses turned out to contain severe errors: it is likely that these errors could have been discovered if the attack description had been complete in the first place.
Incompleteness of assumptions and protocol jumps tend to indicate severe errors in the attacks, some of which are not easily repaired. Flaws of kind Ôa ¡ cÕ were typically found by the validator, while mistakes of kind ÔdÕ were discovered by the validator except the errors in the Shamir Rivest Adelman.
B. Notation
In the following section we present the collection of errors found by the validator. First we present five attacks that contain severe errors. Then two attacks only containing misprints are discussed. Both the protocol specifications and attack descriptions are given in a notation similar to Clark/Jacob. The messages in the protocols consists of basic entities as follows:
A, B, C, S, I, IÔAÕ agent terms K AB symmetric key shared by A and B K A A's public key
nonce generated by agent A T A timestamp generated by agent A There are two composition operators in the notation: concatenation denoted by "," (comma) and encryption denoted by EÔK : M Õ, where K denotes a key and M a message content.
C. Attacks containing severe errors
The attacks presented in this section contain at least one severe error each: either incompleteness of assumptions ÔcÕ or protocol jumps ÔdÕ. Two of the protocols, the Wide Mouthed Frog and the Denning Sacco Public Key Protocol, additionally contain misprints ÔaÕ and man-inthe-middle errors ÔbÕ. Later, in Section II-F (Table I) , an overview of the errors found is given. 
In the attack presented in Clark/Jacob, the attacker tries to make the respondent B believe that the concatenation of nonces N A , N B plays the role of the new secret session key, in other words the attack is a typical type flaw: 
The agent A uses two certificates, denoted C A and C B , that are distributed from a trusted server S in order to securely deliver a new session key K AB to the agent B.
The session key and a timestamp are signed by A's private key, in order to assure authenticity, and then encrypted with B's public key in order to provide secrecy. In the attack by Clark/Jacob the bad agent B is fooling an honest agent C to believe that B is running a session with A:
There is an obvious misprint, the timestamp T A is left out in ÔD.3Õ. In the original attack by Abadi and Needham [1] , the timestamp is included:
The attack relies on B's capabilities to initiate sessions and intercept any previous runs of the session, as described informally in the original paper by Abadi and Needham [1] :
But even this attack description which is derived from [1] is flawed. The final clause ÔD.2.3Õ is a protocol jump for the honest agent C. This can be seen by examining the certificates ( [11, p. 534] or [9, p. 63] ) involved in the two protocol runs:
The agent C will not accept the certificates C A , C ½ C as belonging to a Denning Sacco session, since the certificates received are not synchronized with respect to the timestamp:
This is an explicit part of the protocol, hence C will abort her session after decrypting the certificates. The attack can be repaired by replacing ÔD.2.3Õ with the clause ÔD.2.3.bÕ, in the previous description:
In this message both the certificates of A and C are synchronized on the timestamp T ½ S . Agent C can not detect that B is the originator: Hence C is successfully fooled to believe that A sent her a new session K AB key shared by A and C. Since it receives bogus, in its (first) session R.1.2, it is not able to do any decryptions, and the session aborts. The clause R.1.3 is nothing that A can do as the final step in the (first) session, since it is not in accordance with A's local understanding of the protocol. It could have been the start of a third session. This is the second protocol jump in the description. This attack is not easily repaired either.
5) Shamir
D. Two attacks containing only misprints 1) Neuman Stubblebine:
The protocol is split into two parts, exchanging tickets ÔNS 1 ¡ NS 4 Õ and repeated authentication ÔNS 5 ¡ NS 7 Õ:
In the first attack on Neuman Stubblebine protocol [9, p. 57], the intruder I tries to fool B to accept the nonce N A as a session key: 2) Encrypted Key Exchange: In the protocol [9, p. 65], a password P is used as symmetric key to distribute a randomly generated public key K A and a new session key R. The session key R is a secret key shared by A and B:
The attack is given as follows [9, p. 65]:
The validator reports that in between the transmission ÔE.1.5Õ and ÔE.2.5Õ, the agent B had not obtained the key R in a valid manner. The reason is that R is a shared (symmetric) key between A and B. The agent B expects to be able to know R, yet B has not created R, or received R during the session. So B is correct in claiming ownership to the key, and the validator is correct in stating that B's claim is unjustified, since R is specified to be freshly generated in the protocol run! Protocol clause ÔE.1.5Õ is a simple misprint, by instead replacing it with the clause ÔE.1.5.aÕ A IÔBÕ : EÔR : N B Õ, the attack becomes valid.
E. Concise descriptions of attacks
Two of the attacks are not directly incorrect, since the attacks lacked man-in-the-middle clauses that were, however, described informally in the text: Below, the necessary and sufficient criteria for making the attacks precise are given: 
The attack by Clark/Jacob [9, p. 24] states that the intruder intercepts the third message ÔA.3Õ, and then impersonates as Bob and replays message ÔA.2Õ in ÔA.4Õ. Hence the intruder tries to fool A to believe that the nonce N A 1 is the new session key K ½ AB .
ÔA.1Õ A B
:
Validation of the attack reveals that the second message must be intercepted and forwarded by the intruder, hence message ÔA.2Õ should be replaced by:
ÔA.2.aÕ B IÔAÕ : 
ÔN.2.1Õ
A B : A, N A ÔN.2.2Õ B S : B, EÔK BS : A, N A , T B Õ, N B ÔN.2.3.aÕ S IÔAÕ : EÔK AS : A, N A , K AB , T B Õ, EÔK BS : A, K AB , T B Õ, N B ÔN.2.3.bÕ IÔSÕ A : EÔK AS : A, N A , K AB , T B Õ, EÔK BS : A, K AB , T B Õ, N B ÔN.2.4Õ A B : EÔK BS : A, K AB , T B Õ, EÔK AB : N B Õ ÔN.2.5Õ IÔAÕ B : N ½ A , EÔK BS : A, K AB , T B Õ ÔN.2.6Õ B IÔAÕ : N ½ B , EÔK AB : N ½ A Õ ÔN.3.5Õ IÔAÕ B : N ½ B , EÔK BS : A, K AB , T B Õ ÔN.3.6Õ B IÔAÕ : N ¾ B , EÔK AB : N ½ B Õ ÔN.2.7Õ IÔAÕ B : EÔK AB : N ½ B Õ,
F. Discussion of the findings
The validity of 23 attacks on 15 protocols have been analyzed. Table I gives an overview of the results of the analysis: All the four error types described in Section II-E are represented. The validator reported problems with 9 attacks that can be divided into three groups: incomplete attacks, misprints, and severe flaws. Two of the attacks only contained misprints: the first attack on Neuman Stubblebine and the attack on Encrypted Key Exchange. Both attacks are easily adjusted to form real attacks. The remaining five attacks included 11 errors, six severe, three misprint and two man-in-the-middle flaws. These included two attacks that are not easily repaired, the one on Yahalom and the second on Shamir Rivest Adelman (containing two severe errors). The attack of the Wide Mouthed Frog could be redesigned in conformance with the intentions of the informal description given by Clark/Jacob, by making the implicit interception explicit, and modifying the two final clauses. The attack on the Woo Lam Π protocol was interpreted in three ways, each gives rise to errors. Fortunately the attack was possible to repair in conformance with Clark/Jacobs requirements. The attack on the Denning Sacco Public Key protocol could be made explicit and the erroneous certificate was replaced successfully. It is interesting to observe that the error occured in specifications lacking explicit descriptions of intermediate interceptions (the missing session) and where essential parts of the cryptographic primitives (the certificates) were suppressed.
It turns out that SPORE is not a systematic update of Clark/Jacob, as Table I shows. In the following each of the attacks presented in this paper is compared with the descriptions on the webpage [14] . In the SPORE description of the Wide Mouthed Frog the first error is not corrected, and the website does not mention the final two clauses where the second severe error occurs. Neither the Yahalom attack nor the two attacks on Shamir Rivest Adelman are mentioned, although the first attack on Shamir Rivest Adelman is correct. The original attack on Neuman Stubblebine in [20] and the specification in SPORE are both correctly described. The Encrypted Key Exchange protocol and Denning Sacco Public Key are not included in SPORE, nor are the attacks, even though the attacks could be easily repaired. The attack on Andrew Secure RPC occurring in Clark/Jacob is replaced in SPORE with the original attack from [7] . Finally the Neuman Stubblebine description on the webpage contains the same man-in-the-middle flaw as in Clark/Jacob. Hence there does not seem to be uniform criteria for transferring attacks and protocols from Clark/Jacob into SPORE.
G. Evaluations of the result
The rather bold claims referred in the introduction come in a strange light. Are they too good to be true? At face value it seems so. A tool that claims to find attacks that are incorrect must be inappropriate in some sense or other. What conclusions can be derived on the correctness of the existing tools? A thorough evaluate of the existing tools is outside the scope of this paper. But a general recommendation can be given: Currently it is rare that researchers from the protocol analysis community give details (that is complete descriptions) of the concrete attacks found by the most prominent tools. To avoid potential ambiguity and in order to make protocol analysis a more robust and accumulative research field, detailed lists of the attacks found by the tools should be publicly available.
III. THE METHOD
In Figure 1 we show the process of validation: Initially an attack description P is written in the security language L P . This description is then fed into the automated refinement algorithm which produce a raw refinement P ½ . Note that specification P ½ does not contain information about fresh entities. The raw refinement contains information about the required beliefs and extracted beliefs as well as all the encryptions an decryptions performed in the protocol specification. Fresh nonces and timestamps are inserted into the attack specification, resulting in the description P ¾ . This final refinement is then taken as input to the actual validation algorithm. If no error is found, then it returns ok. If an ungrounded assumption is discovered, then a break point is returned (a minimal failure report), indicating the exact place in the attack where the error occurs. 
A. A formal language for authentication protocols
The content of the messages consists of basic entities: nonces, timestamps, text strings, and agent names. In addition there are three composition operators: concatenation, hashing and encryption. A language for specifying security protocols L P can be defined as follows: L P consists of terms of five sorts, agents, nonces, timestamps, keys, and natural numbers. The agent-names are typically written "Alice", "Bob", "Server", agentvariables are written x, y, x 1 , x 2 , . . ., and agent-terms a, b, c, . . . Variables for the other sorts are labeled with the sort x N (nonce-variable), x T (time-variable), and x K (key-variable) respectively, when their sorts are emphasized. Constants include protocol names µ, µ 1 , µ 2 , encryption methods for cryptography s (symmetric) and a (asymmetric), in addition to the indicators i (private) and u (public). There are function symbols for nonces
might be concatenated: µ 1 µ 2 . Ground terms for nonces t N , time-stamps t T , and key-terms t K , may either denote natural numbers N or variables of the appropriate sort.
Definition 1: Let L P be the least language such that:
ÔiÕ Each of the following atomic formulas are in L P ε the empty sentence AgentÔaÕ a is an agent isKeyÔkÕ k is a key isNonceÔnÔN, aÕÕ nÔN, aÕ is a nonce TimeÔstampÔN, aÕÕ stampÔN, aÕ is a timestamp roleÔbÕ b is a protocol role
, Φ× protocol operator The connectives , and are definable in terms of and and Â ϕ ϕ. The operator Bel a ÔϕÕ reads "the agent a believes ϕ holds". In protocol specifications beliefs are used to explicitly state required cryptographic assumptions. The until operator ϕ U ψ means that ϕ holds until ψ holds. The operator before B , is definable from U by ϕ B ψ
The sentence Enforce a ÔϕÕ, means: "enforce agent a to perform ϕ". Enforcement is the only imperative construct in the language, and is used usually with the generation of fresh entities within the protocol: We augment L P with additional constructs for local construction of fresh entities: newKeyÔkeyÔs, t "protocol named µ with session number N , the total roles ξ T , the agent specific roles ξ A , the start-roles ξ S and with the protocol body Φ". Trust can be expressed within L P by: TrustÔa, b, ϕÕ TransmitÔb, a, ϕÕ Bel a ÔϕÕ.
A subset of this language is the set of P-positive sentences; that includes the atomic sentences, and composite sentences where a modal operator is the uttermost connective (thus every connective in Definition 1 part ÔiiÕ, except and ).
B. Specification of protocols
Protocols are sequences of instructions in a distributed program, where the notion of ordering can be expressed by temporal logic: A protocol is a chain of events between agents. A chain of events is of the form ϕ 1 B ϕ 2 ϕ 2 B ϕ 3 . . . ϕ n¡1 B ϕ n , where each ϕ i is P-positive. The last event ϕ n ε, is always the empty event, marking the end of the protocol specification. Let Φ ϕ B ÖΦ ½ × denote a chain of events written by recursion, hence ϕ is a single event and Φ ½ a chain of events.
Definition 2: If Φ and Ψ are chains of events, then their concatenation, denoted Φ Ψ, is given by:
We say that a text-book protocol, (or simply TBP) is a protocol where each single event is of the form TransmitÔx j , x k , ϕÕ, or of the form Enforce x ÔBel x ÔnewKeyÔkÕÕÕ.
C. Attack protocols
The language presented so far needs few extensions in order to capture attacks: An attack protocol is a protocol P, such that some of the transmissions contains occurrences of impersonation terms ÑÔI,AÕ either as the sender or the receiver of a transmission.
The term ÑÔI,AÕ reads "I impersonates as A". In case TransmitÔ ÑÔI,AÕ,B,MÕ, the real sender of the message is I, while the message itself claims that A is the originator. In case TransmitÔB, ÑÔI,AÕ,MÕ, the message is intercepted by I, and A never receives the message. Protocols that do not contain any occurrence of impersonation terms are called intended protocols. We let TBAS denote text-book attack specifications. In the following section we present the refinement algorithm that is deployed in order to perform validation. The complete algorithm with a detailed explanation is given in [18] . The chain of events described in ÔPre If a transmission involves an impersonation, then the attacker's local behavior must be reflected in the preconditions if the attacker fakes an honest agent, or in the postconditions if the attacker is an eavesdropper. In both these cases the principal agent in the refinement is the intruder, which possess beliefs or performs cryptograpic actions. Consequently we need two functions for interpreting the impersonation terms, realization of a potential impersonator and realization of a potential interceptor. We define the functions t and t as follows: If t is an agent variable or agent name, then t t t. If t ÑÔt ½ , t ¾ Õ, then t t ½ and t t ¾ .
Definition 3: If P is s text-book protocol, then P can be refined into an assumption protocol by ℜ A :
The definition of ℜ A can be motivated as follows: In the beginning ÔR 0 Õ, the function is called with the empty chain. If the first argument is the empty chain ε, then ℜ A returns the accumulated chain P , and the recursion ends ÔR 1 Õ. In case the event is a transmission, then the assumptions required to send the message are generated as preconditions for the sender, and afterwards the local assumptions about the receivers extraction of information is constructed, the postconditions for the receiver ÔR 2 Õ.
If the protocol contains explicit specifications of assumptions in advance, then these assumptions are included in the refined protocol (R 3 and R 5 ). One exception to this is hashing (R 4 ), if some data is hashed this data should have been obtained earlier in the protocol session.
A. Assumptions regarding transmission
We first present the assumptions, pre-and postconditions for plain-text content hashing, and symmetric keys, and then the extension to public key cryptography is given:
1) Preconditions -constructing the subprotocol
The assumption function pre constructs every required assumption necessary for transmitting a message. First let A denote the following set of atomic sentences:
ØAgentÔaÕ, isKeyÔkÕ, isNonceÔnÕ, TimeÔrÕ a is a agent (term), k is a key, n is a nonce, r is a timestamp Ù.
Definition 4:
The assumption function pre is defined by recursion on the syntactic complexity of the message content:
pre A Ôx, F isKeyÔkeyÔs, y, zÕÕ, P Õ Enforce x ÔBel x ÔEÖkeyÔs, y, zÕ : F ×ÕÕ B ε if x y x z Bel x ÔisKeyÔkeyÔs, y, zÕÕÕ È E P ÔAE 2 Õ pre A Ôx, EÖkeyÔs, y, zÕ : F ×, P Õ Bel x ÔEÖkeyÔs, y, zÕ : F ×Õ B ε if x y x z Bel x ÔisKeyÔkeyÔs, y, zÕÕÕ Ê E P 2) Postconditions -constructing the subprotocol ÔPost M t Õ: The postcondition function post works by extracting information from a received message, by decomposing the message using projection and decryption.
Definition 5: The extraction function post is defined by recursion on the complexity of the message content:
EÖkeyÔs, x, zÕ : F ××ÕÕ B εÕ post A Ôy, F, P Õ if y z x z Bel y ÔisKeyÔkeyÔs, x, zÕÕÕ È E P ÔPE 2 Õ postÔy, EÖkeyÔs, x, zÕ : F ×Õ Bel y ÔEÖkeyÔs, x, zÕ : F ×Õ B ε if y x y z Bel m ÔisKeyÔkeyÔs, y, zÕÕÕ Ê E P
The previous algorithm extends easily to public key cryptography, the details can be found in [18] . Note that the extension to public key infrastructure requires that there is already an infrastructure for distributing the public keys.
B. General properties of automated refinement
A couple of high level properties of automated refinement might be proven; the exact space and time complexity of ℜ A , and that the automated refinement of a protocol is a subprotocol of the original protocol.
Let P be an arbitrary nonempty protocol with message contents M ØF 1 , . . . , F lthÔPÕ Ù. The maximal message content is a sentence F È M such that for every i with 1 i lthÔPÕ we have that degÔF Õ degÔF i Õ.
Lemma 1: Let P be TBP, with maximal message con-
If P is a protocol with the chain of events Ω, then we let #ÔPÕ denotes the space used to represent Ω.
Observation 1: If P is TBP, where the maximal message content P is F then ℜ A ÔPÕ is performed in time 2 ¢lthÔPÕ 2 degÔF Õ and space #ÔlthÔPÕ ¢Ô2
degÔF Õ 1ÕÕ.
Fortunately we can apply the techniques presented in [19] , in order to prove that the protocol ℜ A ÔPÕ really is a refinement of the protocol P.
Theorem 1: If P is a TBAS, then P P ℜ A ÔPÕ.
Proof: Straightforward induction on lthÔPÕ, using similar techniques as the proof of theorem 4 in [19] . Contraction of superfluous protocol sentences, denoted eq and generation of freshness actions, denoted AE, preserves the subprotocol relation: ℜ AE A
ÔPÕ AEÔeqÔPÕÕ
Theorem 2: If P is TBAS, then P P ℜ AE A
ÔPÕ.
Proof: Follows by similar techniques as the proof of theorem 6 in [19] .
V. AUTOMATED VALIDATION OF ATTACKS
It is possible to use the resulting refined protocol for further analysis. It turns out that automated refinement is the "working horse" of validation. There is a close interplay between the automated validation algorithm and the beliefs obtained through automated refinement. From the presentation of the automated refinement algorithm in Section IV, it is clear that that the algorithm does apply to text-book specifications that are not cryptographically correct. The only sanity check that ℜ A performs, is whether appropriate keys have been obtained prior to encryptions and decryptions. We say that a belief statement is grounded if it is obtained through legal cryptographic operations or communication. From the definition of the automated refinement algorithm in Section IV, we observe that some beliefs in certain protocols might not be grounded. Ungrounded beliefs might be atomic facts as well as encrypted sentences. Candidates of ungrounded beliefs -involving encrypted messages using symmetric keys -can be produced from Definition 4, part AE 2 , and Definition 5, part PE 2 . Similarly, encryptions using asymmetric keys that might potentially give rise to ungrounded beliefs may come from the equations AE 4 , AE 5 , AE 6 , PE 4 , and PE 5 .
The validation algorithm decides whether every belief in a refined protocol is grounded. In other words, the validation algorithm makes the informal reasoning of the protocol designer's cryptographical understanding entirely explicit.
We call the algorithm static validation, and write ÚÔPÕ for the result of validating the text-book protocol P. In practice validation is carried out by first performing the automated refinement, then removing duplicated assumptions (denoted eq), and finally supplementing the protocol with freshness actions (denoted AE). In other words, given a text-book protocol P, validation amounts to apply ÚÔAEÔeqÔℜÔPÕÕÕÕ. There are three cases: a given protocol sentence is grounded, hence we proceed traversing the rest, or the validation reached the end, or finally a belief statement is found that is not grounded. The first case corresponds to a pattern:
ÚÔϕB ΦÕΨ ÚÔΦ,Ψ Ôϕ B εÕÕ if condition C holds.
If ϕ
Bel a ÔFÕ then the condition C formalize the sentence "F has been obtained correctly by the agent a by past communication and the principles of cryptography". Two additional concepts are needed: A conjunction ϕ is included in another conjunction ψ, denoted ϕ ψ is defined by aggregation. The notion of ϕ is an element in a chain Ψ, written ϕ È E Ψ, is defined by obvious recursion on the length of chains Ψ. 
A. Simulating attacks on authentication protocols
The errors in the Shamir Rivest Adelman attack were not discovered by the tool. The reason is that the validator can not discover every possible protocol jump in every attack. A recent result by the author [16] shows that the errors in the Shamir Rivest Adelman attack described in this paper can be detected by simulation. The model contained two honest agents Alice and Bob that possessed the Shamir Rivest Adelman protocol. An attacker Malice was configured to control the network, and executed the Clark/Jacob attack with Alice and Bob. Simulations showed that the attack failed to succeed in exactly the same state described in the paper, and reachability analysis of the model showed that the attack failed in any simulation. In section VI-I, we give a detailed exposition of the simulation of the attack.
VI. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR PROTOCOLS
In this section we shall first describe an operational semantics for executing standard protocols and then see how the semantics should be modified in order to include attacks. Agents communicate with other agents over a network. A message in the network consists of a message where id denotes the identity or name of the agent, while bel denotes its current set of beliefs. The variable denoted in represents the inbuffer -messages waiting for processing in protocol while out denotes the outbuffer -messages intended for transmission.
A. Asynchronous communication
In case of the honest agent there are two rules for communication, the rule for sending and receiving messages. Referring to figure 2, the send rule involves updating the agents beliefs, and puts the message msg F from a to b into the network. Since a is required to be honest, the transmission of the rule requires that Bel a ÔFÕ.
Operationally this is interpreted by:
The receive rule involves transferring the message from the network and memorizing the message:
Protocol execution -the protocol machine The operational semantics contains some metaconcepts required for executing protocol specifications.
We introduce a meta-predicate Ôa, PÕ (for execute), modeling the concept protocol machine. The predicate Ôa, PÕ reads "agent a at stage P" in the protocol µ, and is an operator for executing any protocol µ in L P . The execution predicate consumes one protocol event at a time, starting from the top. The rule for transmitting a message in a protocol session then reads:
The rule for receiving messages in a protocol session reads:
The boolean function ÅÔF ½ , F Õ decides if F ½ may match F . The function ËÔF ½ , F Õ performs the matching of the terms in F ½ with variables in F , resulting in a set of pairs of variables and terms: ØÜx 1 , t 1 Ý, . . . , Üx n , t n ÝÙ.
Then if the head of the protocol body is a passive transmission, and a message in the inbuffer matches the head, the protocol proceeds by substituting the result of ËÔF ½ , F Õ ËÔt 2 , t 1 Õ, into the rest of the protocol body Φ. The function subÔS, PÕ recursively substitute a set of matching pairs S in the protocol denoted P.
C. Session administration
For the purpose of this paper we omit multi-threading and the mechanisms for listening at sockets. The execute operator is accompanied by an await operator Ôb, PÕ, which reads "agent b awaits in the responder role for an incoming message in order to proceed executing the protocol P". The function FÔa, PÕ filters out agent a's relevant sub-protocol: that is, the function keeps transmissions and assumptions where a plays a principal role, and throws the rest of the protocol.
1) From listening to execution: When the agent receives a message from its environment, it matches the message with one of its running threads of protocol "sockets".
Ô7Õ
The rule combines three operations at once, message handling, start of session, and invocation of new session thread: The message in the inbuffer (3) is matched with the head of the protocol body (2) and (7), and removed from the inbuffer (6). An active listening (2) is replaced by a new active protocol session (6) . A new thread of listening is generated (6) , with the current session number, generated from the initial protocol (2).
2) Done with protocol: Every protocol ends with the empty event ε, which terminates the session:
a bel ØDoneÔa, µ, N ÕÙ DoneÔa, µ, N Õ is a signal for the successful termination of the protocol session.
D. Assumptions and cryptography
Assertions about a belief F that an agent a possess is expressed by Bel a ÔFÕ. Hence the assertion rule is given by:
Cryptography: An agent may encrypt a sentence F using the key k only if it possess both F and k:
Decryption is given by the following rule: 
F. Rules for executing attack protocols
Malicious agents can do whatever good agents can and in addition fake and intercept messages. This means that the protocol machine must be extended with the corresponding rules for malicious protocol behaviour. Suppose that µ
A is an attack protocol, and i denote an agent (to be thought of as the intruder). Then impersonating by sender is given by the rule:
Interception of messages reads:
G. Message flow in the Dolev-Yao model A standard approach in protocol analysis, is to let the attacker control the entire network. In an agent-centric approach like the one advocated in this paper the intruder is placed as malicious router that inspects and manipulates every message put into the network. Hence the network is split into two, first the advisory network and then the standard normal network. In Figure 3 , the revised message flow according to the Dolev-Yao interpretation is depicted.
Agents sending messages acting as good agents: The good agents transmits messages, by putting the message into the channel msgadvisory, in which a message is denoted msg. 
H. Denotational semantics
Since our language is based on epistemic logic, the natural semantics to formulate a denotational semantics is Kripke models. Some aspects of the operational semantics can be embedded in a denotational semantics, suitable for expressing security properties about a given configuration. The denotational semantics for the language can be given by connecting the transition relation from the operational semantics. First we interpret the single transition arrow; C C ½ iff C 1 C ½ . The arrow is the transitive closure of the one step arrow 
I. Shamir Rivest Adelman Three Pass
In this section we shall investigate one application of attack simulation: the validation of attacks on authentication protocols. The Shamir Rivest Adelman protocol (SRA) [9, p. 64 Although this attack on the SRA protocol is erroneous, it is not possible to detect the attack through static validation as was reported in [17] . Fortunately attack simulation uncovers the two flaws in the attack. The second attack presented in the report contains two protocol jumps. The attack was specified in L P as described in Figure 5 . The attack includes the three roles initiator A, responder B and attacker I. The automated refinement of the previous attack specification is shown in Figure 6 . When validating the refined attack specification, no error is reported. After configuring a scenario involving two good agents Alice and Bob possessing the SRA protocol, and an intruder agent Malice that possesses the attack protocol, the scenario is started with Alice as the initiator of the authentication. Let this initial configuration be denoted C init . The simulation stops in a configuration C end with two unresolved execution predicates inside Alice (recall Section VI-B), and one unresolved execution predicate inside Malice. Malice is waiting to intercept a message to be sent by Alice ÔR.2.2Õ, (line 13 in Figure 6 ): To conclude, the attack contains two severe errors, and there is no obvious way to repair the specification.
VII. CONNECTING VALIDATION AND SIMULATION
There is a connection between static validation and simulations of attack protocols: if the simulation of an attack specification P shows that the attack can be executed, then the validation algorithm will succeed for P too.
The expression ÚÔℜ AE ÔPÕÕ TextÔ"No error found"Õ is a bit cumbersome to work with inside proofs, hence we shall stipulate that TextÔ"No error found"Õ ε.
Lemma 2: Let R A denote the set of operational rules for performing assumptions. Proof: (Sketch) Suppose that C is such a configuration that satisfies the premiss of the theorem, which means that the protocol P is executable. We prove that if C C ½ such that M´C ½ é n i 1 Bel ai ÔDoneÔµ, ξ T , N i ÕÕ, then we have that ÚÔℜ AE ÔPÕÕ TextÔ"No error found"Õ. The strategy of the proof is to extend an executable protocol with piece by piece: hence the theorem is proven by induction on lthÔPÕ. The result follows by application of lemma 2 and definition 7.
Theorem 4: Let P be a specification of a protocol as described in Theorem 3. Suppose furthermore that P Suppose that there exists a configuration C containing only the agents a 1 , . . . a n , a n 1 , with the requirement that M´C é n i 1 Bel ai Ôℜ AE ÔPÕÕ such that the agents a 1 , . . . a n does not possess any other protocol than P. Suppose that the attacker a n 1 satisfies the Proof: The proof is settled by a similar argument as the proof of Theorem 3. A natural question posed by Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 is: does simulation make validation superflous, since the theorems imply that every error discovered by validation is also discovered by simulation? The answer is no, simulation always regards several agents running concurrently, and it is therefore harder to understand an unsuccessful simulation than a failure report from validation. An error discovered by validation points to the exact place in the attack description where something is wrong.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Several errors have been found in the most frequently cited library on authentication protocols. A close investigation revealed that errors migrate from original papers to the report by Clark/Jacob, and from the report to SPORE and papers on protocol analysis. This show that flaws in protocol attacks do occur and that they can be hard to discover by humans. Our experience indicates that attack descriptions should be described as accurately as protocols and their correctness should be analyzed as formally as protocols.
Then we presented the underlying algorithms for static validation of attack descriptions. Attack specifications were refined in an automated way and the resulting refined descriptions were then validated in order to find ungrounded beliefs. If such beliefs were found then the specifications where considered invalid, and a break point was given. Although the validation algorithm was used to find several errors in Clark/Jacob, it can not find several protocol jumps. The reason is that attack descriptions containing protocol jumps might not be discovered through the validation algorithm. But fortunately, every protocol jump can be discovered through simulation.
Finally we have shown how a simulator for executing security protocols can be extended to execute attacks on these protocols. The attack simulator has proven to be useful in checking the correctness of attacks: the second attack on the Shamir Rivest Adelman protocol could only be detected by simulation, not by static validation [17] . A recent result relating validation and simulation was presented at the end showing that validation can be properly embedded into simulation. 
